
.
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HAND-EMBROIDERED BASKET COVERS
Finely handmade in Ukraine on embroidery fabric with bright designs and cut-out work, with some variation in details
& colors. size: 12" x 24", self-fringed. *See also: machine-embroidered basket covers on page 12.

LINEN PYSANKY SERVETKA
Elegant machine embroidery of colorful pysanky and
pussywillows. 25” x 18.5”.

Gifts for Easter
ELICIOUS

TREAT !DD

Pysanka Chocolates
G ourmet chocolates with colorful pysanky patterns are

packaged in a clear variety box and ready to present!
Handmade fresh just weeks before they arrive, these treats
are a feast for both palette and eyes! Dark, rich chocolates
are filled with fruits, nuts, caramel, rum and other de-
lights! Award-winning chocolates and packaging!

actual size

UKRAINIAN
SOUVENIR
Unique gift box contains 24 chocolate pieces, each individually
wrapped in foil with colorful pysanka and embroidery designs!
Selection contains a mix of milk and dark chocolates in a great
presentation with Old World charm.Made in Ukraine. (190g)

WS105U WS105E WS104E WS103E WS114E WS118

Our printed catalog represents only a portion of the materials
that are available, and selected new items. Visit our website for
a full list of items and other news for this Spring-Easter season!

NATURAL BEESWAX CANDLES
Handmade in Ukraine, and perfect for your
basket or holiday table setting!

Folk
Designs

# FPH02 24-piece 6" diameter 5.1 oz $46.00
# FPH01 8-piece 3.5" diameter 1.7 oz $20.00

# WS125B servetka $42.00

# WS105U church with Ukr. text $49.00
# WS105E church with Engl. text $49.00
# WS104E cross & pysanka(center) with Engl. text $49.00
# WS104U cross & pysanka (center), with Ukr. text $49.00

# WS103E 3 pysanky, with Engl. text $49.00
# WS114E orth cross+pysanka, with Engl. text $49.00
# WS114U orth cross+pysanka, with Ukr. text $49.00
# WS118 circle of pysanky (no text) $55.00

#FP280 24 pc $12.95

#GE012 Whimsical Sheep 2”h x 2.7”l $5.95 each
#GE010 Carved Floral Pysanka 3.75”h x 2”d $7.95 each
#GE011 Tall Tapered with Cross 12”h x 1”d $7.95 each
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GEOMETRIC CHICKEN PYSANKY
Traditional style & color, fine details in bright
earthtones. Boxed, unique designs will vary.

TRADITIONAL GOOSE
PYSANKY

3.75” each is unique, boxed.

HANDMADE ONE-OF-A-KIND PYSANKY

Special Artists Series: Handmade Pysanky

Artistic village scenes:
each pysanka is unique
and depicts aspects of
Ukrainian daily life.

3 PYSANKY GIFT SET
with lucite stands in clear gift box
with gift card: meaning of pysanky.
Special Offer! Unique designs will vary.

1

REAT

GIFTS !GG

CID
ETCHEDAA

NTRICATE
DESIGNSII

Reusable, flexible mylar is
washable, and food-safe.
Impress your friends by
decorating your coffee or
capuccino, cake or salad!

ECORATIVE
STENCILSDD

# PV003 2.5 “ chicken pysanka, boxed each $26.00# WC126 boxed gift set $68.00 # PV005 each: goose $49.00

# PT173 berehynja $30.00 # PT143 birds $29.00 # PT118 angel $29.00 # PT100 village $32.00

# PH067 deer $35.00 # PT172 stars $30.00 # PT171 floral $28.00 # PH062 daisy $25.00 # PH063 vines $25.00

# PH064 birds $35.00 # PH065 daisies $39.00 # PH066 poppies $35.00 # PT193 intricate $32.00 # PT196 ancient star $25.00

#MBS11 8 in. cake $14.95
#MBS12 10 in. cake $16.95

#MBS13 8 in. cake $14.95
#MBS14 10 in. cake $16.95

set of 2 for capuccino
#MBS01 set $10.95
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For more products see our website www.yevshan.com or call the Toll-Free Order Line 1.800.265.98582

Pysanka Stands
Most stands fit varied size eggs. Some are specific in small (S)
for chicken or large (L) for goose size. See our website for
more sizes and styles. *Non-specified are for chicken eggs.

stand
only

stand
only

You will find more stands and display materials
online, as well as a variety of handmade
pysanky, ornaments and festive pysanka gifts.
New items are added weekly, so please check
periodically.

2-PIECE STANDS (sets: 10)
Simple to assemble stands have
center notches and ship flat.

stand
only

MULTI-PYSANKA STANDS
Simple to assemble wood or lucite
stands display 12 chicken pysanky.

stand only
no eggs

# PS774 wood stand $24.00

# PS775 lucite stand $27.00

Wood Petal Stand
# PS773 $2.50

Flexible Petal Stand
# PS721 small S $2.45
# PS719 large L $3.75

Gold Oval Stand
# PS735 $5.25

Petal Stand (heavy)
# PS733 $6.30

Single Gold Stand
# PS726 $4.25

Elaborate Gold Stand
# PS723 $4.25

Cherubs Stand
# PS755 $8.50

Reversible Lucite Stand
# PS720 small S $3.50
# PS741 large L $3.50
# PS748 Xlarge XL emu $3.85

Lucite Ring Stand
# PS730 clear 1.5”d $2.45
# PS762 black 1.5”d $2.30
# PS767 clear small S $1.60

3-Legged Lucite Clear
# PS737 small S $1.75
# PS745 large L $1.90
# PS757 mini-size $1.40

3-Legged Lucite Colored
#PS742 S black $1.65
#PS743 S gold $1.65
#PS744 S silver $1.65

Tailored Gold Stand
# PS727 $3.65

Butterfly Stand
# PS740 $4.25

Crown of Leaves
# PS749 $4.50

Graceful Goose Stand
# PS765 L goose $9.50

Gold Ostrich Egg Stand
# PS763 ostrich $25.00

Lucite Twist Stand
# PS756 goose $11.75
# PS766 ostrich $16.50

# PS771 lucite set (10) $12.95

# PS772 wood set (10) $12.95

# PS776 wood stand $24.00
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OSTRICH EGGSHELL PENDANTS
# GE809

U nique! Made in traditional pysanka fashion on ostrich eggshells, finely detailed and lightweight.
Designs may vary slightly due to the nature of handcrafting.

# GE812# GE808

Pysanka Design Gifts

*More pendants available online.

# GE739

Embroidery
Dish towels
Cottonwaffle-weave

printed dishtowels
in colorful traditional
cross-stitch designs are
washable. Size in rows
1&2 below: 16x29 in.
Longer 58 in. size is
shown in the bottom
row. *Variation in pat-
tern/shading is possible.

# GE811

58

10)
ave

ite
ky.

y

# GE817# GE816

Dangle earrings are also
available, set in silvertone
metal. Back is solid, shiny
silver, 3/4 in. diameter.

# GE851

# WT372 geometric $9.95

$29.95 ea.

# WT358 wide embr. $9.95 # WT346 bright floral $9.95

00

0

5

5

0

$36.50 ea.

# WT355 multi-floral $9.95

# WT360 wide embr-floral $9.95 # WT357 geometric $9.95 # WT352 field flowers $9.95

# WT542 16x58 in. LONG $14.95# WT535 16x58 in. LONG $14.95
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For more products, details and to shop online see our website www.yevshan.com

Pysanky Gifts

4

PYSANKACUBENOTEPAD
600+ tear-off sheets in a 4" square.

HANDMADEKEYCHAINS 1.25”
Painted wooden eggs in assorted
colors adorn silvertone keychains.

OODEN
PYSANKY

WW

C olorful pysankamagnets
in lightweight soft vinyl

are a great way to decorate
your refrigerator! Start a col-
lection today, and enjoy the
beauty of the pysanka! In as-
sorted designs, may vary.
Order in sets of 3 or 5.

BASKETWITH PYSANKY
2" high, contains three miniature
brightly hand-paintedwooden eggs.

Colorful jumbo-size handpainted, lacquered eggs look lovely, and
won’t break! Nice for kids.Asst. colors:MA111.For specific color, add:
R:red, B:brown, L:blue, P:purple, E:green, G:yellow. Good quality!

PS980

3” high

These unique wooden eggs are made by one special artist in
Karpaty, and have stunning, vivid designs on a cream col-
ored background. Each pysanka is different, finely-made
with a high gloss lacquer applied. (sold singly)

Bake directly in the form!

LARGE BAKING FORMS
6 asst. baking forms 6”d x 4”h (see on left)

PAPER PASKA FORMS
set of 4, 5”d x 3.5”h

ASKA
BAKINGFORMSPP

PETRYKIVKA PASKA FORMS (set of 5) 5”d x 3.5”h

AVORITE
GIFT ITEMS

FF

# MFKS5 - 5 magnets asst. $16.50

# MA111 in assorted colors based on availability each $5.95

# PS980 4"x4" top right $12.50

# MF277 mini-egg keychain each $4.95 # MA115 - 3 mini-eggs ea. $5.75

# MA111S set of 5 in pre-assorted colors set $24.00

# MA112S set of 5 with hanging loop+tassle, asst. colors set $28.00

# MA109 jumbo size, in assorted designs on cream each $20.00

# MFKS3 - 3 magnets asst. . $9.95

# MA111DZ dozen (12) in pre-assorted colors set $48.00

#MA094 6 form assortment, 4 embr, 2 floral $7.95
#MA089 2 poppy, 2 sunfl $4.95

#MA095 5 petrykivka floral forms $5.95
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GNE15

Toll-Free Order Line 1.800.265.9858 5

FF
GNE05

GNC07

ESTIVE
NAPKINS

L ovely high-quality 3-ply napkins fromUkrainewill add a touch of elegance and tradition to your
table! Open size: 13"x13", overall design, fine French tissue. 20 per package. (*except where noted)

GNE04 GNE09

GNE13 *50-pack

GNV08
* 50 -
pack

GNE12 *50-pack

DECORATIVE PASKA BAKING FORMS
Waxed parchment with corrugated cardboard base, 5” diameter, 3.5” height. Each makes a 400g : 14 oz paska.

Hostess Gifts for Easter

Embroidery
Patterns

Samchykivskyj
Rospys

GNV09 * 50-pack

n
-
e

GNE14

# GNE09 Petrykivka Easter $5.50
# GNC07 Chicks in Embroidery Border special $2.50
# GNV08 Red Embroidery *50-pack $6.95
# GNV09 Blue Embroidery *50-pack $6.95
# GNE12 Red Pysanka *50-pack $6.95
# GNE13 Blue Pysanka *50-pack $6.95

# GNE11 Embroidery-Petrykivka Easter $5.50
# GNE14 White Hutsul Pysanky $5.50
# GNE08 Easter Paska $5.50
# GNE05 Pysanky & Willows $5.50
# GNE04 Easter Basket & Embroidery $5.50
# GNE15 Red & Black Pysanky $5.50

# MA096 - set of 6 assorted above $6.95

# MA090 - set of 6 assorted above $6.95

# MA099 - set of 5 assorted above $5.95 # MA098 - set of 5 assorted above $5.95
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For more products, see our website www.yevshan.com6

Egg Sleeves
7 different colorful egg designs in each set, on sturdy shrinkable film.Easy
to use, safe and non-toxic! All you need is a pot of boiling water and a
spoon.Your Easter basket will look beautiful with colorfully decorated eggs!

IMPLE

PYSANKY !SS

Traditional # PS601 Ukrainian # PS604Easter Fantasy #PS603 Embroidery#2 # PS621

Churches # PS607 Icons # PS608 Golden # PS609 Embroidery # PS614

Kids’ Paska # PS620Angels # PS618 Floral Rozpys # PS619 Folk Tales # PS615Floral Slavic # PS616

Petrykivka # PS606

$1.95 ea.
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Toll-Free Order Line 1.800.265.9858 7

Easter Cards
PYSANKAGREETING CARDS 5 x 7 in.

R ichly-hued glossy pysanka cards by Larisa Sembaliuk-Cheladyn are blank inside with the pysanka
description in back in Engl. Nadia Starovoytova’s “Pysankarka” on right has bilingual Ukr-Engl

Easter greeting inside and descriptive Engl. text in back. *More assorted greeting cards available online!

each -

set (4)-
SL111 Two Pysanky
SL111S Two Pysanky

TRADITIONAL GREETINGS
Boxed set of 10 4"x 6" assorted
cards with bilingual Ukr-Engl
Easter greetings, with envelopes.

RT
CARDS

AA

NEWEGG SLEEVEDESIGNS

SL112 Easter Basket
SL112S Easter Basket

SL113 Baba’s Pysanka
SL113S Baba’s Pysanka

SL114 Easter Pysanka
SL114S Easter Pysanka

SL131 Pysankarka
SL131S Pysankarka

Embroidery # PS631 Hutsul # PS632 Folk Tales # PS633 Karpatska # PS634

Petrykivka # PS635 Sviatkova # PS636 Traditional # PS637 Ukrainian Selo # PS638

Fantazia floral # PS639

Visit our website for more selections, colorful
paska forms, pysanky, stands, holiday gifts
and more for all occasions!

PASKA& PYSANKA STAND
Solidly-madewooden standwill hold
5” wide paska and 8 pysanky. The
center is decorated with an etched
paska.Assembled. 9.5”w, 1.25” h.

m

21

614

$1.95 ea.

single cards: $2.50 ea - set of 4 (same): $9.00 - Variety set: 4 pysanky below: # SL115 $9.00

# SB202 boxed set of 10 cards $14.95

# PS777 wooden stand $16.95

ea.
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AUNT MARGE’S
EGG BLOWER

Sturdy flexi rubber
blower with needle
and metal rod. (2
holes are needed)

For more products, details and to shop online see our website www.yevshan.com

Supplies Traditional

8

Orange PS810

Pink PS811

Purple PS812

Scarlet PS813

Royal Blue PS814

Turquoise PS815

DYES FOR MAKING PYSANKY

Yellow PS816

Gold PS817

Red PS818

Brown PS819

Pumpkin PS820

NATURAL BEESWAXNATURAL BEESWAX (SPAGHETTI)

1-HOLE EGG BLOWER
Consists of a curved tube withmouth-
piece and a thin metal tube which in-
serts into the egg. It's really simple!

CLEANING WIRE
Wire for cleaning fine,med and heavy tips.

Black PS804

Brick PS805

Dark Green PS806

Dark Red PS807

Light Blue PS808

Light Green PS809

STANDARD KIT WITH
DELRIN KISTKA

This kit has 1mediumdelrin kistka,6
dyes (yellow,orange, scarlet, light blue,
light green, black), beeswax, instruc-
tions and 21 designs. (shown above)

LUBA’S SUPER COLOR EGG DECORATING KIT WITH DELRIN KISTKAS
This popular kit features 3 delrin kistky (fiberglass, tooled tip) with styluses in
fine, medium and heavy points, plus 12 brilliant dyes, a color instruction leaflet
with helpful hints, designs, beeswax and 2 postcards of pysanka patterns.

Egg Decorating
Kits

KK

HEAT-CRAFT WAX REMOVAL TOOL
Convenient and lightweight heat gun
heats to just above themelting point of
wax.Also useful for glue & ink drying,
embossing and other crafts.

LL YOU

NEED !AA
STANDARD KIT WITH

TRADITIONAL KISTKA
This popular kit has 1medium tradi-
tional kistka, 6 dyes (yellow, orange,
scarlet, light blue, light green, black),
beeswax, instructions and 21 designs.

LUBA’S SUPER COLOR DECORATING KIT WITH TRADITIONAL KISTKAS
Same as kit above, but with 3 traditional kistky: wood handle, copper funnel tip.

# PS799 set of all 17 dyes $23.50
# PS797 set of 5 contemporary colors (yellow, lt blue, turq, pink, purple) $7.75
# PS798 set of 5 traditional colors (yellow, orange, scarlet, lt green, black) $7.75

Dyes each $1.65

# PS802 dark beewax .6 oz $3.75
# PS803 pure beewax .6 oz $3.75

# PS800 spaghetti wax 24 pcs. 1 oz. $8.50

# PS508 1-hole egg blower $12.50

# PS906 wooden handle $3.50
# PS908 rubberized handle $2.75

# PS909 heat craft tool $35.00

# PS838 kit #3 $18.75

# PS833 kit #2 $15.75

# PS836 super delrin decorating kit $43.00

# PS835 super traditional decorating kit $34.00

# PS509 egg blower $20.00

0p8-18Easter.qxp:Layout 1  2/10/20  12:29 AM  Page 8



KISTKAHOLDERS
A convenient way to hold kistkas while
they are still hot! Single or triple size,
stainless steel with rubber feet to keep
it in place.Compact triple holder is for
3 traditional (non-electric) kistkas.

Writing Tools Supplies

9

s.

TRADITIONAL KISTKAS
Shown above left: handmade
copper funnel is bound with
wire onto a wooden handle. In
4 sizes. (tip color shown below)

DELRIN KISTKAS
Shown above right: machine-
made fine brass funnel with
delrin heat-resistent plastic
handle, available in 3 sizes.

IT FO
R

KIDS
!KK

L
n
of
g,

LUBA'S ELECTRIC
KISTKA SET

Brass and cork make this
kistka cooler to hold. The
set includes a heater,5 dif-
ferent tips, hex key and a
cleaning wire on a stick.
*stand not included.

CRAFT LATHE
This device holds an egg in place and
facilitates rotation while working.

Toll-Free Order Line 1.800.265.9858

WAX TIPZ KISTKAS
Newwooden-handle traditional kistkas
reflect modern design principles and
provide high-quality wax application.
Precision tips are designed to keep wax
flowing longer and more consistently.
Ideal for beginner or seasonal student.

WAXTIPZ KITS

TEACHER’S 10-PC KIT
Has 5 heavy and 5 medium kistkas, 5
full wax discs, 10 dyes, 10 instructions.
Please contact us if you need more in-
formation for your classroomor course.

KIT 1: 1medium #2 kistka, a half-circle
beeswax, 4 Artistic dyes, instructions.

KIT 2: 1 medium and 1 heavy kistka, a
half-circle beeswax,6 dyes, instructions.

KIT 4: 2medium and 2 heavy kistkas, a
full-circle beeswax,6 dyes, instructions.

LUBA’S KISTKAWITH SINGLE SIZE TIP

REPLACEMENT TIPS FOR LUBA’S ELECTRIC KISTKA

KISTKAHEATER
Heater ONLY - no tips.

DECORATING EGGS:
KID’S TOOL KIT & BOOK

Includes guidebook plus egg kit:
with a medium delrin kistka, 7
dyes, and block of beeswax.

KIT 3: 3 kistkas (one of each), half-cir-
cle beeswax, 6 dyes, instructions.

ULTRA-FINE CLEANINGWIRE
Wire for cleaning very fine 00, 000 tips.

DVD

Pysanka expert Luba guides you
through the process: selecting egg &
supplies, creating design, applying
wax,dye,varnish&helpful hints! Engl.

# PS905 rubberized handle $3.75

# PS844 triple kit #3 $31.00

0
5

0

# BT837 book only $13.25

# PS851 book & kit $30.00

# PS828 extra fine green $2.95
# PS829 fine red $2.95
# PS831 medium clear $2.95
# PS830 heavy black $2.95

# PS821 fine white $7.50
# PS823 medium blue $7.50
# PS822 heavy red $7.50

# PS968 kistka set $105.00

# PS962 medium $59.00
# PS963 heavy $59.00
# PS964 extra heavy $59.00

# PS959 super fine $59.00
# PS960 extra fine $59.00
# PS961 fine $59.00

# PS959RT super fine (thinnest) tip $17.50
# PS960RT extra fine tip $17.50
# PS961RT fine tip $16.00

# PS962RT medium tip $16.00
# PS963RT heavy tip $16.00
# PS964RT extra heavy tip $17.50

# PS877 single $14.50
# PS878 triple $22.50
# PS879 triple compact for reg. kistkas $14.50

# PS875 lathe $47.50

# PS824 #1 Small tip $7.25
# PS825 #2 Medium tip $6.50
# PS826 #3 Heavy tip $6.50
# PS843 set of all 3 tips above $20.00

# PS467 single kit #1 $16.50

# PS466 double kit #2 $26.00

# PS465 family kit #4 $38.95

# PS854 teacher’s kit $105.00

# PS969 heater $52.00

# TE001 DVD 20 min. $33.00
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FINELY TOOLED-TIP KISTKAS (ALMOST ELECTRIC!)
Machine-made fine brass head like electric with plastic handle, in 6 sizes.

All kits are packaged in a clear tool
box and incude detailed pysanka in-
structions and screwdriver for
changing tips. Note: the kits below
do not include dyes. Please order
separately.

Starter Kit: 1 Multi-Tip Interchange-
able Kistka, 3 tips (fine, medium, heavy),
cleaning wire and 1 package strip wax.

Artist Kit: 1Multi-Tip Interchangeable
Kistka, 5 tips (fine, medium, heavy, xfine,
xheavy), cleaning wire, strip & sapphire
wax, instructions, screwdriver.

Pro Kit: 2 Multi-Tip Interchangeable
Kistkas, 6 tips (all sizes, including 2xfine),
cleaning wire, strip & sapphire wax, in-
structions, screwdriver.

Supplies Artist’s Choice Tools & Kits

10

ELECTRIC KISTKA SUBSTRATE - (HEATING PEN HOLDER)
Heater works with the replacement tips listed below, 6 sizes (also in 220V).

EW
HANDLE !NN

BLACK WAX
Pure colorized black wax is suggested
for electric & drop-pull pens. 1 oz.

BLUE SAPPHIRE BEESWAX
Best-selling extra smooth wax is col-
orized dark blue and flows well.Allows
pencil lines to be seen through. 1 oz.

MULTI-PEN - ELECTRIC INTERCHANGEABLE KISTKA
Comes with 3 tips: fine,medium & heavy.
(also available for 220V as listed below)

Hot Tipz Kistkas

MULTI-PEN SCREWDRIVER

Electric kits are
also available,

see options
below

NATURAL BEESWAX CANDLES
to heat kistkas, removewax.Burn approx 6 hrs.

STRIP WAX
24 pcs. of 6 " colorized black or clear
wax is designed to fit into electric tips.

NATURAL BEESWAX ROUNDS
Clean,pure beeswax in substantial size
rounds, used for any size tip. 1.6 oz.

Artistic Kits with
Electric Kistkas

For more details and to shop online see our website www.yevshan.com

HOT TIPS WAX PEN KIT WITH SUPPLIES
Includes 3 basic pens: 471, 472, 473, strip wax, cleaning wire, 5 dyes, instructions

GE006

GE007

REPLACEMENT TIPS FOR ELECTRIC KISTKAS
Tips for the substrates above are available in 6 sizes.

DARK BEESWAX
Natural beeswax is colorized for
greater visibility. Available in full
moon 14 oz.or half moon 7.5 oz. size.

More writing tools & supplies
are available online! Also,

embossing wax for 3D effect.

F
w

A
t
k
m
&

# PS495 natural wax $4.50

# PS470 extra fine $16.00
# PS468 2X fine $39.00
# PS469 3X fine $39.00

# PS471 fine $13.00
# PS472 medium $12.00
# PS473 heavy $12.00
# PS474 extra heavy $22.50

# PS919 Starter Kit $98.00

# PS925 interchangeable kistka with 3 tips $85.00

# PS900 extra fine tip $15.00
# PS899 2X fine tip $39.00
# PS901 fine tip $12.50

# PS902 medium tip $12.00
# PS903 heavy tip $12.00
# PS904 extra heavy tip $18.50

# PS486 black strip wax $7.25

# PS492 blue sapphire wax $3.65

# PS911 screwdriver $3.00

# PS493 clear strip wax $7.75

# PS454 FULL KIT: Hot Tipz Wax Pen kit $42.00

# PS928 Artist Kit $135.00

# PS929 Pro Kit $230.00

# GE006 natural beeswax 6” candle $6.00

# PS929V2 Pro Kit for 220V $265.00

# GE007 set of 2: 6” tapered candles $21.00

# PS479 black onyx extra dark wax $3.25

# PS925V2 interchangeable kistka with 3 tips 220V $100.00

# PS918 electric kistka substrate $52.00
# PS918V2 electric kistka substrate 220V $52.00

#PS498 full moon $4.50
#PS490 half moon $2.50

3
#
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Artistic Dyes Supplies

11

HOT TIPZ DROP-PULL TOOLS
Designed specifically for wax, with large
brass head that holds heat well, extending
writing time.Drop-pull kit has instructions,
all 3 tools (fine,medium,heavy, see below),
a block of wax and 5 basic dyes.

Bronze PS555

Nutmeg Brown PS556

Sunflower PS557

Emerald Green PS558

Hot Pink PS559

Peacock Blue PS560

Purple PS561

Teal PS562

Turquoise PS563

Wine PS564

Kiwi PS315

PYSANKA-BATIKDYES

Burgundy PS566

Dove Gray PS568

Tropical Blue PS569

Rose PS570

Vanilla Cream PS572

Blue Spruce PS573

Blue Willow PS574

Wisteria Blue PS575

Orchid PS577

Blue PS546

Goldenrod PS581

Black* PS541

Scarlet PS579

Crimson* PS580

Denim Blue PS547

Green* PS548

Yellow* PS549

Orange* PS550

Harvest Orange PS551

Harvest Green PS552

Poppy PS553

Blueberry PS554

Lavender PS316

Lemon PS317

Mint Green PS318

Midnight Blue PS319

Ocean PS320

Pastel Pink PS321

Pebble PS322

Petal Peach PS323

Pewter PS324

Pine PS325

Aubergine PS301

Baby blue PS302

Black Pearl PS303

Burnt Sienna PS304

Candleglow PS305

Cocoa PS306

Cornsilk PS307

Cranberry PS308

Deep Purple PS309

Dijon PS310

Many colors & shades of the powder dyes allow you to be even more cre-
ative with your designs! Newest colors are #PS301 through #PS335.
Color

Toll-Free Order Line 1.800.265.9858

ions

COLOR
CHART

Champagne PS326

Pink Dahlia PS327

Pink Tulip PS328

Plum PS329

Purple Quartz PS330

Rosewood PS331

Salmon PS332

Seafoam PS333

Steel Blue PS334

Tangerine PS335

Red PS542Garnet PS311

Hot Sauce PS312

Hunter Green PS313

Khaki PS314

HOTTIPZKITS
Finely tooled plastic kistkas, 7.5 oz.
wax, cleaning wire & instruc.no dyes!

WAXTIPZ
FULLKIT

All three sizes of
traditional wooden
kistkas, 7.5 oz half-
moon wax, 6 dyes
& instructions.

FINE
TOOLS

HOLLOWEGG PLUGS
Sets of tapered egg plugs work eas-
ily with pre-emptied shells. Small
fits 1/16 “ hole, large fits up to 1/8”.

LINT-FREE CLOTH
Washable microfiber cloths or cotton
gloves (2 sizes) for wiping between
waxes or cleaning eggs.

8”x8”

SCOOP TOOL FORWAX
An aid to load embossingwax into
an electric kistka.

RESERVOIR EXTENSION
Connects with top of electric kistka
reservoir to allow 6x more wax!
Cleaning wire incl.

UU SEFUL
TOOLS

# PS496 extension $11.00

# PS497 scoop tool $3.50

single dyes above: ea. $1.65

00
00
00
50

00

00

2.00
2.00
8.50

3.00

# PS451 Fine tip tool with 1 mm tip $6.25
# PS452 Medium tip tool with 2 mm tip $6.25
# PS453 Heavy tip tool with 3 mm tip $6.25

# PS457 Drop Pull Kit $29.50

00

.00

0.00
.00

chart of all dyes: #PS590 laminated ea. $5.00

$1.65 ea

0.00

0
0

2 Kistkas: Medium, Heavy
#PS455 double kit $29.00

All 3: Fine, Medium, Heavy
#PS459 triple kit $45. 00

3 kistkas: F, M, H, 6 dyes
#PS844 full kit $31.00

# PS913 set of 3 cloths $6.75
# PS502 small (10) $2.50
# PS501 large (10) $2.50
# PS504 xlarge (set of 6) $2.75

# PS914L3 3 gloves:ladies $4.75
# PS914M3 3 gloves:mens $4.75

0p8-18Easter.qxp:Layout 1  2/10/20  12:30 AM  Page 11



Supplies Useful Tools &Materials
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GIFT BOXES FOR EGGS
White and kraft cardboard and clear
plastic gift boxes are shipped flat, fold
into cube. 3" fits goose egg diagonally.

EGG TEMPLATES (SET OF 16)
Ranging from 1/4" to 4 7/8" (sizes for
chicken, duck, goose, and ostrich
eggs) are used to divide the egg into
equal parts, or to make even circles.

Cross-Stitch

EGG FINDINGS
Goldtone tips with ametal loop
on top may be glued to the end
of an egg for a hanging display.

PYSANKA EMBROIDERY CHART
2 poster-sized charts: color basket
cover with B&Wkey, instructions &
alt. English "Christ is Risen". 19" x
24", color-keyed for DMC thread.

DRYING BOARD
Wood board with nails allows your
varnished eggs to dry safely in air.
Available in 2 sizes:

PYSANKA DISPLAY BOXES
Die-cut foldable display boxes in white
cardboard have an open window to
show the egg, and are a sturdy alterna-
tive to show, transport and gift eggs.

Colorful designs on 100% linen in brightly-colored cross stitch, approx. size: 12"x 29".

MACHINE-EMBROIDERED EASTER BASKET COVERS

10x14" LAMINATED PLACEMATS set: 4

VELYKODNI DZVONY
Ukr. Easter songs performed with
light, melodious arrangements by
Ukraine ensembles. Truly joyous!

CD

10x14" PAPER PLACEMATS set: 16

Hol
prin
pain
East

# DE200 CD $16.95

# PS506 templates $14.00

# PS985 white paper 3"x3" $0.75
# PS986 white paper 4"x4" $0.85
# PS984 beige stripe kraft 3"x3" $0.75
# PS987 clear vinyl (plastic) 3"x3" $1.40

# PS503 chicken pack (24) $6.25
# PE200 Khrystos Voskres $20.00

# PS880 12 x 7 in. $18.50
# PS881 7 x 5 in. $12.00 # PS505 goose pack (12) $4.50

# PHB01 for chicken egg $1.00

# PHB02 for goose egg $1.50

# WS123U in Ukr. $30.00
# WS123E in Engl. $30.00

# WS124 in Ukr. $30.00 # WS122 in Ukr. $30.00 # WS120 in Ukr. $30.00 # WS121 in Ukr. $30.00

#

#

#

# MT212 16 paper placemats $4.50 # MT213 4 laminated placemats $12.95

0p8-18Easter.qxp:Layout 1  2/10/20  12:31 AM  Page 12
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CHRISTENING CARD
5”x7”glossy card features a
serene angel with embroi-
dery detail on vestments
watching over an infant.
Bilingual greeting inside.

Order Line 1.800.265.9858

Easter Gifts

Knitted Folk Dolls

Handmade, knitted natural fiber
dolls are very safe for small chil-
dren. Ukr. style, cute, simple &
pleasant to hold! Large dolls 12”
on left and small 7.5” on right.

# MD205 # MD208

# MD203

# MD201 # MD202

# MD204

LARGE 12”
(< in pink)

SMALL 7.5”
(in yellow >)

Made in Ukraine

13

TRADITIONAL
EASTER

GIFT PACKAGE
Clear gift box with three
handmade wooden pysanky,
machine embroidered linen
church-design basket cover
in cross stitch and Easter
basket preparation instruc-
tions in English.Please select
the language: Ukrainian text
(Христос Воскрес) or Eng-
lish text (Christ is Risen).

Christening Materials
KRYZHMY 30”x30”
FOR CHRISTENING

Machine embroidered on soft
white cotton with lace edging,
in a choice of 5 patterns.

MATCHING
CHRISTENINGGOWN

Handmade and printed icons, gold and
silver crosses are available online!

TALKING BEAR
8.5 in. seated, this soft
plush bear greets you
with “Slava Ukrajini!”
when his flag-arm is
moved. Very cute & pa-
triotic! 3xAA batteries
required (not included).

UTE
TOYSC

UKRAINIAN EASTER GIFT BASKET
Holiday items for your blessing basket and celebrations: a
printed cotton basket rushnyk, 3 pysanka magnets, 3 hand-
painted wooden eggs, Napkins (20), 4 egg sleeves (for 28 eggs),
Easter basket instructions, & 4 glossy pysanka cards by Larisa.

F ESTIVE
BASKETF

0.00
0.00

$35.00 ea

$29.00 ea

# WG903B blue $28.00 # WG903G gold $28.00

# WG904R R/B clover $28.00

# WG901 cross $28.00

# WG903P pink $28.00

# WG913P pink $28.00
# WG913B blue $28.00
# WG913G gold $28.00
# WG914R R/B clover $28.00

# SL150 Angel card $3.00

# WC127U Христос Воскрес $45.00

# WC127E Christ is Risen $45.00

# MA214 Bear $34.00

# MA210 Bear 7” $24.00

# MA980 Goose 12” $29.00

# WC128 Easter Basket $48.00

0p8-18Easter.qxp:Layout 1  2/10/20  2:36 AM  Page 13
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For more products, details and to shop online see our website www.yevshan.com14
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PYSANKYOF T.HORODETSKY
Color gift album includes a short bi-
ography followed by full color plates
of various pysanky, techniques and
motifs. 6.75" x 8", 128 pp., in Ukr.

FARBUJEMO PYSANKY
PRYRODNYMY BARVNYKAMY
Color photo album of pysanky: his-
tory and instructions on how tomake
natural dyes and traditional patterns.
128 pp., in Ukr.

DECORATING EGGS
J ane Pollak’s exquisite book is

back by popuar demand, with
simple to super intricate pysanky,
traditional tomodern designs. 128
pp, softcover, in Engl. Lovely gift!

UKRAINIAN FOLK PYSANKA
History, customs,procedures to write
eggs, color plates, 84 pp., in Engl. or
Ukr. *Other languages online.

PYSANKYHANNYKOSIV
Photo album focuses on unique style
and motifs of Trypilia. Full color
plates, 100 pp., Ukr.& Engl.

PYSANKA PATTERNS
Separate color plates with 1460 egg
patterns in a folder. Text in Ukr.

PYSANKY IRYNYVAKH
Pysanky album presents both traditional and orig-
inal eggs. Iryna’s passion for the craft is evident in
the varied and many-faceted pysanky techniques.
112 pp, text in Ukr, appendix in Engl. (on far left)

PYSANKAMALIOVANKA (V. Manko)
Cute children’s coloring book contains detailed
pysanka drawings in B&W. 8"x9", softcover, 16 pp,
Bonus: includes stickers!

f

D
C
A
le

Pysanky Books

PYSANKYNASHYKHBABUS’
Beautiful edition: over 1700 unique
Bukovynian pysanky collected & illus-
trated by Y. Ferenchuk. 200 pp. in Ukr.

M. Korduba’s classic reference work
about regional pysanky has 177 illus-
trations, analysis of ornaments-motifs.
hardcover, 40 pp. in Ukr. (orig. 1899)

PYSANKY
NA

HALYTSKIJ
VOLYNI

# BT868 hardcover $26.00

# BT866 softcover $22.00

# BT878 hardcover $32.00

# BT860 hardcover $24.50

# BC250 softcover $6.50

# BT823 hardcover $21.95

#

# BT863 hardcover English $39.00

# BT864 hardcover Ukrainian $39.00

# BT879 hardcover $75.00
# BT892 softcover $34.00

# BT880 hardcover $25.95
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Popular Easter CDs

UKR.DESIGN BOOK 6
24 eggs with instructions &
symbolism. 115 pp., Engl.

UKR.DESIGN BOOK 4
24 eggs. 120 pp. incl. goose
& Trypillian eggs. Engl.

UKR.DESIGN BOOK 3
24 eggs. In color, symbolism
explained. 110 pp. Engl.

UKR.DESIGN BOOK 2
24 eggs. 90 pp. Engl.

UKR.DESIGN BOOK 1
24 eggs. 101 pp. Engl.

Pysanka Design

15

MY FIRST PYSANKA
Young kids can safely color
pysanky! A large pysanka on
each pagewith specific designs,
plants & animals. 8”x11”.

EGGS BEAUTIFUL
20 illustrations, directions,
history, traditions. 96 p.,Engl.

UKR. EASTER EGG: PYSANKA
Useful beginner's step by step guide for
making simple eggs.has 36 color designs,
8 pp., text in English. By J.Nakonechny.

PYSANKYON PAPER
Large-format 8.5"x10" color-
ing/activity book for children
with eggs, symbols, tradi-
tions, puzzles & games.28 pp.

for Children

RESURRECTIONAL
Divine Liturgy of St. John
Chrysostom, performed by
Axios men’s ensemble. Excel-
lent recording! 99 min.

GREAT LENT
Hymns& songs of theGreat
Lent, sung by the Ukrainian
OrthodoxChoir of St.Mary
the Protectress,Montreal.

VYDUBYCHI: EASTER
Excellent Easter collection
by classic Ukr. composers.
Also includes 6 versions of
Khrystos Voskres.

KHRYSTOSVOSKRES
The Chabluk Family in favorite
choral Easter hymns and liturgi-
cal responses in Ukr. and Church
Slavonic. Proceeds will support
the Home of Hope in Lviv.

Toll-Free Order Line 1.800.265.9858

DYVO - PYSANKA
Colorful booklet describes the history of
the pysanka, types, techniques and cur-
rent tradition.Tools, colors and symbols
are presented succinctly, as well as a step-
by-step procedure. 24 pp., text in Ukr.

Special!

KAZKA PROCHARIVNI
PYSANKY Coloring Book
12 pp, softcover, in Ukr.

# BT840 softcover $26.00

# BT891 softcover 80 pp $12.50

# BT838 softcover $12.50 # BT839 softcover $13.50
# BT842 softcover $18.50

# BT844 softcover $18.50 # BT847 softcover $18.50

# BT895 softcover booklet $3.95

# BC245 softcover Engl. $12.50

# DE203 CD $19.95# DE123 CD $21.95# DE237 2 CDs $21.95 # DE143 CD $15.95

# BT872 softcover booklet $5.50
# BC259 $4.95
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For more products, details and to shop online see our website www.yevshan.com16
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Tablecloths & XB Rushnyks
EASTER DESIGN TABLECLOTHS

Printed on white polyester-gabardine, these decora-
tive tablecloths are washable. In 2 designs and 2 sizes,
with decorative laser-cut scalloped finishing. Select
from the two designs detailed below.

WBT09 WBT10

WBX71 WBX88

WBX84

WBX85

EASTER DESIGN
BASKET COVERS
Printed on white poly-
ester-gabardine, size is
12" x 22". These color-
ful “rushnyks” match
the tablecloths above:
see WBX84 & WBT09
andWBX85&WBT10.
A great way to enhance
your Easter basket dec-
oration and holiday
table! Order by item#.

Cookbooks

A colorful classic! Incl.
pysanky craft info and
table layout, color plates.
Spiral, 174 pp., in Engl.

LENTEN COOKING
Vegetarian foodwithmany
health benefits, incl. ethnic
favorites. 130 pp, in Engl.

REAT
RECIPES

GG

BABA’S COOK BOOK
ncludes holiday dishes, bak-
ing, canning, salads,desserts.
B&W Spiral, 156 pp., Engl.

UTTER
MOLD

BBLAMB MOLD
Reusable 2-piece plastic
mold comes with in-
structions, resurrection
crosses & staffs. Holds
approx. 1/4 lb. (may use
for butter or chocolate).

ASKA
MOLD

PP CHEESE PASKA MOLD
Reusable 4-piece plasticmold
comes with instructions, 4
interlocking sides with or-
thodox cross & XB patterns.
6.75” h. Holds approx. 100
ml. (4 cups).

MA083

MA081
MA082

MUFFIN CUPS (50 per pack)
Ukrainian design paper baking
liners are 5x3 cm (2 x 1.2 in).

ASTER
TABLE

EE

MA084

#
silve

#
#

# WBT09M 59"x91" - 150x230 cm (on left) $49.00
# WBT09L 59"x118" - 150x300 cm (on left) $65.00
# WBT10M 59"x91" - 150x230 cm (on right) $49.00
# WBT10L 59"x118" - 150x300 cm (on right) $65.00

Price: $8.50 ea

# BJ536 softcover $24.95# BJ120 softcover $23.95

# MA104 $17.00# MA106 $12.50

# MA083 floral red-green $3.95
# MA084 poppy design $3.95
# MA081 geometric embr $3.95
# MA082 floral red-black $3.95 # BJ333 spiral $19.50

# G
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Made in linen-cotton
they feature tradi-
tional patterns and
are sure to bring you
compliments! These
stunning designs are
unique and very
comfortable to wear.
Made in Ukraine.

Classic designs in Sterling Silver

Toll-Free Order Line 1.800.265.9858

New Books & Jewelry
THEUKRAINIAN
PANORAMA

Noted geographer Roman Cy-
briwsky andMariaAnchyshkina
present 50 essays and 101 pho-
tos taking readers to cities, towns
and villages in major regions of
Ukraine. Excellent source of in-
formation, covers new ground
and offers new and original per-
spectives. 502 pp. in English.

1/2”
high

3/4” in solid Sterling Silver, decorative bail, enamel detail, Swarowski crystals
FABERGE STYLE PYSANKA PENDANTS

More jewelry online ...

7/8”
high

PYSANKA EARRINGS

1 1/4”
long

MINI-PYSANKA
DANGLE BEADS

TRYZUB LOCKETS IN SILVER
Enamel & Swarowski crystals., tryzub inside

open locket

TRYZUB EARRINGS

MINI-PYSANKA
PENDANTS

lockets
1 1/8”
height

1 3/8”
height

1 1/16”
total
height

ra-
es,
ect

-
s
-
h
:
9
.
e
-
y

cl.
nd
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AWESOME
DIGITAL UKRAINE
About computer science and
technology, the heritage that
facilitated creating of one of
the world's major digital cen-
ters; the world's best IT out-
source companies, universities,
the international cooperation
of Ukrainian scientists, and fu-
ture prospects of the industry.
92 pp, in English.

KOSHOVYJ
TRYZUB

swords & muskets.

1.5” high

# GF435 1” $40.00
# GF433 .75” $35.00

1 1/8” high
# GF438 $40.00

Classic designs in 14K Gold

TRYZUB
PENDANTS

More
online!

LARGE TRYZUB
Classic design,Star-
burst on reverse.

1.75” high

LADIES’ TRYZUB RING
Select size: 6 - 10 (or half size).

Delicate design with enamel

FOLK
SWEATERSF

# US301

# US302

17# US303

please add the
size: S - XXL

# GF523 SS $79.00

# GF353R
silver, red/black

$75.00

# GF358R
silver, red/black

$75.00

# GF351R
silv, red/black

$75.00

# GF351B
silv, blue/black

$75.00

# GF374R red SS $45.00
# GF374B blue SS $45.00

# GF472B SS blue $42.00
# GF472R SS red $42.00

# GF375SR red $87.00
# GF375SB blue $87.00
# GF375SBY blue-yell $87.00

# GF327
silver, bl/yel

$52.00

# GF118
weave $78.00

# GF126
petal $78.00

00
00
00
00

95

# BH700 softcover $37.00 # BT604 softcover $15.95

# GF435 1” $45.00
# GF433 .75” $39.00

1 1/8” high
# GF438 $45.00

# GF487A SS $69.00
# GF435G 1” $240.00
# GF433G .75” $168.00

1 1/8” high
# GF438G $235.00

# GF304 mini-tryzub $28.00 # GF479FE heart $35.00 # GF524 +add size $48.00

# GF519BS
silv, blue
$59.00

$85.00 ea
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Christmas Ornaments G IFT PACKSG
Boxed gift sets of six 4 in. traditional design embroidered pillow ornaments.

Gift sets of three 4 in.
traditional embroi-
dery design pillow
ornaments in a clear
vinyl pillow gift box.
Cross-stitch patterns.

6 in. high
embroidered

G IFT PACKG

LASS TRYZUB
ORNAMENTS

GG
#MA216

INEN HORSE
ORNAMENTS
LL

#MA217#MA218#MA215

Glass balls have glitter tryuzub design and swirls. 85mm diam. (3.5 in)
Boxed, shown front and back.Order single ornaments by color, or a gift set
of 2 (both colors).Made in Ukraine.

#ORTB1 #ORTG1

18

#ORSET32 set of 3 $19.95

#ORSET61 set of 6 $39.00 #ORSET62 set of 6 $39.00

#ORSET31 set of 3 $19.95

$15.00 ea

#ORTS2 Set of 2 (1:blue,1:gold) $24.95Single Ornaments ea. $15.95
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Toll-Free Order Line 1.800.265.9858

order on-line:
yevshan.com
email: contact@yevshan.com

fax: 1-514-630-9960 (24 hrs)

ORDERED BY :

Prices in this catalog are valid through Oct. 1, 2020 and are subject to
change without notice. Additional Order Forms may be printed online.
Satisfaction Guarantee - 30-day return policy with prior authorization.

enter your CUSTOMER ID # here SHIP TO: (if different than ordered by)

TELEPHONE #

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

TELEPHONE #

( )

PLEASE TELL US HOW YOU WOULD LIKE TO PAY FOR YOUR ORDER:

CARD NUMBER

EXPIRY DATE

SIGNATURE
X

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

payable to YEVSHAN INC

PAGE ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION (optional, use for special instructions or size) QTY PRICE TOTAL

ITEM TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

order by phone:
1-800-265-9858

Call 10:00 AM - 5 PM EST
for the Montreal area:
(514) 630-9113

�

mail order to:

YEVSHAN
16887 Hymus Blvd., Kirkland
Quebec, CANADA H9H 3L4

( ) DAY

EVENING

Thank you for your order!

Do not back order items not
available at time of order.

�

This is a GIFT: Please provide text
or greeting to include with order.

CHECK

19

AB, BC, MB, QC, SK, NT
NU, YT add +5% GST

POSTAL CODE

TOTAL CDN
Quebec residents
add +9.5% PST

PROVINCE

ON, NB, NL add + 13% HST

TOTAL CDN QC

SUBTOTAL

NS, PE +14% HST

MAIL ORDER SHIPPING-HANDLING CHARGE*
*Valid for mailed-in orders ONLY. Online rates are calculated
automatically based on weight and postal code, and may dif-
fer from these rates. If you mail your order, use rates below.

Single CD/DVDs or pysanka dyes: $5.50
$25.00 or less $8.50
$25.01 - $50 $12.00
$50.01 - $100 $16.00

$100.01 - $150 $18.00
over $150. $20.00
please call if any questions
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FF loral Shawls 46 in.

IN THIS ISSUE: pysanka supplies, Easter gift ideas, cookbooks,
tablecloths, greeting cards, napkins, pysanka jewelry, paska bak-
ing forms, rushnyks, Christmas preview & more!

LL argeWool-Blend Shawls 55 in.

Printed in Canada

Made in Ukraine

# UF815 White - # UF813 Blue - # UF823 Mandarine

# UF817 Butter - # UF818 Black - # UF816 Magenta

# UF812 Green - # UF814 Red - # UF819 Purple

# UF820 Bright Royal - # UF811 Burgundy

Gorgeous buttery-silk texture in ultra-soft blend:
80% wool, 20% acrylic, silky fringe.Warm & versatile.

Acrylic
shawls:
yarn
fringe,
nice
weight.

# UF985 White # UF980 Steel # UF975 Ocean

More designs and colors are listed on our website.

Yevshan
C

orporation
16887

H
ym

us
B

lvd.
K

irkland,Q
C

H
9H

3L4
w

w
w

.yevshan.com

$37.00 ea

$49.00 ea
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